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NEW REGIONAL OFFICER
in July of this year and have hence my passion to get
SOUTH
found great belonging as a
involved with the New British
member already. My disdain Union.
and utter contempt for the
cancer that is liberalism first Aside from politics, I study
led me to the #freekekistan mathematics at University,
4chan movement of the alt and my hobbies include
musical composition, video
right. I became fascinated
with the work of Sir Oswald editing and writing.
Mosley and have found him to
be a great man and has been
a huge inspiration for me
personally.

PAUL YOUNG
My name is Paul Young. I'm
30 years old and I live in
Surrey county England.

UK YOUTH OFFICER

Over the last few years, the
ever-rapid degeneration of
the very fabric of our society
has triggered a panic within JACK WILLIAMS
me; only the literature of
Oswald Mosley was able to
I have an NVQ level 2 in
somewhat quell it, assuring
Barbery, 'A' level in Health &
me that a solution did indeed
Social Care. I also have a
exist to the afflictions of our
keen interest in studying the
nation. But although the
Japanese language which I
medicine had been created to
have self taught for a number
abate the spread of the
of years. Lately I have
cancer eating away at the
recently developed an interest
West, it had not and has not
in pursuing a career in
yet been administered photography.
I'm currently unemployed
although I am committed to
doing volunteer work and
enjoy contributing to my
community by other means.

I joined the New British Union
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A SHORT HISTORY
OF CANADIAN
FASCISM
AND THE CURRENT
STATE OF CANADA

fascists in Canada but did
little in the way of
interference.

leader of the NUPC survived
the war to run in several
more elections after 1945.

"As Europe marched toward a As evidence of the antisecond world war, the
semitism in Canada, in 1939,
Canadian fascists were more the Prime Minister, William
closely watched by the state. Lyon MacKenzie King, and his
In the 1930's, there were
Having said that, when war immigration Minister Frederick
three fascist parties in
was declared and the
Blair, refused to allow 907
Canada: the Canadian Union authorities set about
Jews into Canada from the
of Fascists, formerly named corralling (the fascist parties), ship St. Louise, which had
the British Empire Union of
their enthusiasm for doing so sailed from Hamburg as the
Fascists, (a Mosleyite party
seems to have been
Jews tried to escape German
allied to the British Union of lukewarm. Several facts may persecution. The captain also
Fascists), the Parti National explain the tempered
tried to land them in Cuba,
Social Chrétien (the National response to fascists that
and other Caribbean ports
Social Christian Party) in
contrasts so sharply with
and even the U.S.A., but was
Quebec, which looked to
police and state commitment refused by all. On return to
protestant Anglo-Canadian
to putting down communist Europe they finally were
membership under the name movements. First, the
allowed to land in Belgium
the National Unity Party of
authorities and the fascists
only to be over-run by the
Canada. The NUPC was the shared a dislike of the
invading Germans. 254 of
largest and most successful of socialists and communists.
those arrested died in
the three parties. Lastly, was Second, German settlers
concentration camps.
the Canadian Nationalist
enjoyed a largely favourable
Party.
reputation in Canada, despite Fast forwarding to the early
the xenophobia stirred up by 1960's, as a young school
All three parties had a vision the Great War, so even ethnic boy, I had never seen a negro
of an all-white, all-Christian pro-Hitler groups like
and in my school there were
Canada. As such, they were the Deutscher Bund
two East Indians and perhaps
little troubled by the
Kanada might be treated with eight Chinese students. In
government or the people of kid gloves. Third, anti-semitic other words most Canadians
Canada, who by nature
sentiments were almost
were of European descent.
resented semites, communists ubiquitous among Catholic
and the immigration of the
and Protestant Canadians so Then in 1968, the Liberal
asian horde into British
this (policy) of fascism did not govnerment of Pierre Trudeau
Columbia. In Ontario and the set off alarm bells."1
took power. He stayed for
prairie provinces, the Klu Klux
four terms until 1984 and
Klan had a large membership. So moderately were the
destroyed the integrity of the
Although not fascist in nature, fascists treated that the
population of Canada. Today,
the Klan vehemently opposed
his son is now Prime Minister,
foreign immigration.
and he continues his father's
1Lita-Rose Betcherman, The Swastika corrupt ways - destroying
and the Maple Leaf: Fascist
The security section of the
Canada and its British
Movements in Canada in the
Royal Canadian Mounted
heritage.
Thirties (Don Mills: Fitzhenry &
Police kept a watch on all
Whiteside: 1975), ppg. 138-43.
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In schools now, there are few I strongly support our Leader, ideology, it embraces the
European descendants, most Gary Raikes, in his picking up State as an organic and allstudents are Chinese or
the torch passed from Sir
encompassing entity, and
Southeast Asian, Muslim,
Oswald Mosley to him. It is demands the mass
West Indian, black and that only by united action that
mobilization of the populace
ilk. When schools let out you change can be had.
to actively participate in the
do not hear any english being Blackshirts unite. In Britain, running of their State.
spoken, just foreign
Canada, the USA and
unintelligible babble.
elsewhere, we must all work Read up on the writings of
to end immigration of nonFascist authors and of
I have been interested in
Europeans.
those who inspired
fascism for over 50 years and
them.Enrico Corradini, Julius
have studied Sir Oswald
Hail The Leader
Evola, and Corneliu Codreanu
Mosley in detail, and the
are all excellent sources on
benefits he could have
David Clark, U.E.
Fascist/proto-Fascist ideology.
brought to Britain. His
Among the more philosophic
forward innovative thinking,
roots of Fascism are rejection
so uncharacteristic of the
of decadence and
Conservative, Labour and
materialism, and the value of
Liberal parties of England, still
action over compromise.
affects us. The Brexit vote to
Fascism views life as a
leave the E.U. was just what
constant struggle, and so to
he would have favoured. His
be a Fascist is to be a human
concept of "Europe a Nation"
of strength and willpower.
would have assured
sovereignty for each nation,
Read up on your own
but provided a framework
country’s history. To apply
within which unified defence
Fascism, one must have a
and overall government for
HOW TO BE FASCIST spirit of Nationalism - valuing
Europe would have stopped
the legacy of your country’s
all wars and stopped
people, and putting their
Fascism is an oftimmigration of foreign
interests before yourself and
misunderstood ideology,
elements that have placed us
before the rest of the world.
equated with war and violent
all in danger of being
Take pride in your ancestor’s
tyranny. Both the modern-day
submerged in our own
accomplishments, and strive
left and right wings use it as
countries.
to do good in their name and
a buzzword for anything that
uphold your country’s noblest
they consider to be
Canada is now following in
traditions. Action begins at
threatening, be it increased
Britian's footsteps. The recent
the local level, so find
state authority or socialized
immigration of 25,000
opportunities to volunteer
medicine.Fascism is some
Muslims by order of Trudeau,
around town. In Fascism,
ways quite a visionary
the Younger, only means that
what is good for the
ideology, but is also quite
here too, all white European
community is good for the
traditionalist, built around the
Canadians will be a minority
People and the State.
principles of nationalism,
in their own country in but a
authoritarianism, and mass
few decades.
action. As a totalitarian
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Understand how Fascism own property and open their
differs from both modern own businesses, but major
left-wing and right-wing corporations must always be
thought. Fascism rejects
answerable to the will of the
electoral democracy, because State, and must always serve
it sees democracy as simply the common good of the
enabling politicians to lie to People.
the people to get in power,
and thus the leaders do not Understand how Fascism
truly represent the People.
views war. In Fascism, war
Instead, Fascism believes in is not always promoted, but it
putting together a system
is seen as something that
where those fit to rule ensure can’t always be avoided.
that power stays in the right Fascism views war as
hands, and so power is
acceptable in defense, but
passed through a dynastic or also as a valid option for
oligarchic system. Understand securing natural resources
that in a Fascist country, you and land for the good of the
will not always get to vote for people. Fascism sees war as
After World War Two, ‘fascist’
your leader, but your voice
an opportunity for the People became the F word of political
can still be heard in public
to mobilize around a common debate to be applied liberally
forum meetings or
goal and achieve victory, and against anyone who left-wing
referendums, for example.
so a strong military is always polemicists disliked. But what
a must.
did it really mean and what
Understand the economics
did its British supporters
of Fascism. Fascism rejects
really stand for?
NBU STORE
Capitalism on the grounds
that it is too individualistic
In this pre-War book written
and that wealthy corporations Why not treat yourself
in convenient Question and
will abuse their power, such
Answer form by Oswald
as underpaying workers or
Mosley, the Leader of the
outsourcing jobs. However,
British Union of Fascists
Fascism also rejects
challenges the simplistic
Communism on the grounds
nature of the stereotypical
that it does away with private
image.
property and thus the
incentive to work completely,
It acknowledges that if he
as well as promoting the
had been elected to power
notion of class warfare.
political party warfare would
Instead of class warfare
have been brought to an end.
Fascism believes in class
Instead of voting for different
collaboration - the different
party labels General Elections
classes must all work together
would be based on an
to help strengthen their
occupational franchise.
community and their State. http://newbritishunion.co
Fascism advocates a mixed .uk/nbu-store.html
economy where people can
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more Englishmen were like
him.

as an official political party. I
look forward to hearing from
you.

We want an England for the
English, a Britain for the
British. As Sir Mosley said, we Message: I wish to join
are not against other races, because my family are of
but when you put them in the Maltese Origin and they
same bag and shake them up, moved to the UK making this
you get nothing but disaster. land my home, my point is to
this is that the UK is suffering
TAKE BACK YOUR COUNTRY, a Ethno-Masochistic regime
ENGLAND! PLEASE!
supported by centralised
bankers who adhere the
HAVE YOUR SAY
GOD BLESS THE UNITED
destruction of the west and
STATES AND GOD BLESS
the genocide of the British
Message: God Bless You.
ENGLAND!
people.
The real threat alongside is
I am an American with
In Brotherhood,
the liberals who have suffered
English blood and am SICK of
Stockholm Syndrome at the
what is happening to the
A Concerned American
mercy of the enemy and I
great nation of England and
wish to take a stand against it
Great Britain.
Message: Good afternoon, along will many others.
I just wanted to write to you
I have spent quite some time Message: Hello.
to tell you that you have
today reading your policies
MANY like-minded people in
and am delighted to find a
My name is Adam Lacey, i am
the United States who agree
movement which is actually originally from an old market
with you and support you,
based on common sense; not town called Worksop. I am
even though we are helpless
ridiculous and self serving
now situated in Lincoln.
to affect change in your
ideology. Throughout the past
country and our media will
10 years I have found my
I am in full time work, I have
never express our opinions. I
political affiliation in a state of a lovely partner and a caring
am talking about MILLIONS of
chaotic flux because it has
family. I stand by my family
Americans who watch the
been almost impossible to
and i want what is best for
daily news and see what is
identify with one particular
my family. I want a life where
happening in England and
party. It is for this reason I
we can all be treated fairly. I
become sick to the stomach.
particularly appreciate the
want there to be a structure
Americans are your silent
suggestion of the "third way" to our lives, a structure of
majority. We are your
which is an idea that is very which will allow us to live
greatest ally and best friend
rarely grasped upon, even by peacefully and safely.
and absolutely DISGUSTED at
the smaller political groups
what is happening to your
within the UK. I would
I oppose Zionism. I oppose
country. If you don't believe
certainly like to know more the elite. I oppose the
me, then why did we elect
about the activities you
financial order to delegate
Donald Trump? We want and
undertake and whether there what I can and can't do.
love Nigel Farage and wish
is any current plan to register
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I believe Britain can be great "liberalism".
Pakistani men targeting
again. I want in.
vulnerable white English girls.
However a backlash from
many of the volunteers who Ms Champion, who has
Kind regards,
threatened to resign and
campaigned for years about
A concerned British citizen. many members who tore up such child grooming in her
their membership cards
Rorherham seat, has been
forced the National Trust to forced out by Jeremy
back down. Well done to the Corbyn's officials and has
Message: My grandfather
recently died and I inherited members and volunteers.
resigned from her post in the
his books on Sir Oswald
shadow cabinet. She has said,
Granville V Stone
Mosley. Reading them has
"Britain has a problem with
been a real eye opener, I
Pakistani men raping and
always knew my grandad was Thanks so much –Blackshirt exploiting white girls".
right!
just seems to get better all
It seems Ms Champion was
the time! Couldn't help but
NT staff should not have notice a couple of things ... hounded out by an intolerant
to push gay liberalism.
first, the really cool white-on- Left for being brave enough
black T shirts one of the guys to speak out about grooming
Homosexuality laws were
gangs.
relaxed in 1967 and few folks is wearing. Is that one of
yours? Available?
would want to change the
Let us hope that the good folk
laws now. But do we have to
The other thing, in one of the of Rotherham remember this
be pestered by so many
treatment of a brave MP and
pics one of the guys is
marches, badges and
holding a banner lifted from vote for her in greater
demonstrations. Why can't
the Strasser's "Black Front," a numbers at the next election.
they just get on with it, if
form of National Socialism
they must?
that was much further "left" I hope voters in Corbyn's
I have always admired the
constituency will also
than Hitler's NSDAP. The
National Trust for looking
notion itself isn't all that bad, remember it and vote against
after so much of our heritage really, but they carried it too him for his part in this shabby
and yet what did we see last far. Oh well. Just thought it affair.
week?
was interesting that the
symbol should show up here. Granville V Stone
Unpaid volunteers at the
1600s Felbrigg Hall in Norfolk
All my best,
were told they must wear
rainbow badges and lanyards
insupport of gay pride! Surely Seth
these good folk do enough
showing their pride for our
nation's history. Without them Brave MP hounded out by
the trust would not be here. intolerant Left.
They should not be forced to
parade support for "gay
Well done to Sarah Champion
rights" in public. Such
MP for pointing out that
coercion is typical of modern England has a problem with
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millionaire public school boy establishment and the
toffs, illegal wars, invasion of political class what so ever.
sovereign countries, rising
They want your
cost of living, falling standard demonstrations to continue,
of living, increased suicide
the police love the overtime,
rate, high taxes, no hope no the publics attention is taken
future no freedom! In the
off the MP’s expenses and
western world the modern
allowance scandals, the left
system that uses the term
have a common enemy to
democracy has its roots in our focus their attention on, it is a
British Parliament system.
win-win situation for the
The reason western media
establishment, nothing
Message from NBU Leader
promotes this as being the
changes, nothing is
to the ordinary members
only form of government, is threatened, sham democracy
of the EDL
because it is so easily
prevails and keeps you
corruptible for their own
enslaved, and nothing will
I think people from the EDL
purposes. The combination of change until the system itself
who bang on about how lucky
this with television promotes is changed.
we are to live in a democratic
an image of a candidate or
I ask only one thing of you at
society and dismiss Fascism
politician that the media
this time, open your eyes and
need to take a good look at
bosses want the masses to
read the truth, take the time
just where that ‘democracy’
see, rather than the public
to see what we are actually
has got us.
seeing whom that candidate saying, what we actually
really is.
believe, what British Fascism
Ex servicemen homeless
is really all about. Fascism is
sleeping on the streets, mass
Marching against militant
so severely attacked and lied
immigration, 2.5 million
Islam will not change the
about by the establishment
unemployed, hundreds of
system, the time, money,
because they fear it. They
thousands on council home
effort and passion of decent fear it because it sounds the
waiting lists, failing health
British people are being
death toll for the political
care, failing schools,
directed up a blind ally, the class and heralds a bright
disappearing industry,
EDL has become a false flag new dawn under the flash
pensioners freezing to death,
operation, no more than an and circle for the people of
families choosing between
away day for the decent
Britain. You owe it to yourself
eating or heating, child
misguided majority and a
and your comrades, to your
poverty at an all time high,
money making scam for a
kith and kin, to your country,
the return of TB and Rickets,
dubious minority.
understand new British
criminals laughing at the
Fascism and follow the path
police and judicial system,
I am not having a go at the to enlightenment. People not
terrorists beheading people
everyday supporter of the
politicians is much more than
on the streets of London,
EDL, their passion and
just a slogan, help us take the
empty churches, cultural
commitment is plain for all to destiny of Britain back into
ghettos, no go areas for
see, but there is no real
the hands of its people; help
Britons in their own country,
cohesion, no direction and no us make Britain great again.
laws made in Brussels, three
discipline in their ranks and
or four political parties made
thus no threat to the
Gary Raikes
up of and controlled by multi
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Democracy means
those of Greece in the age of
government by pretence

Troy? Of course, no sane
person believes that suffrage,
universal or partial, played
According to the deluded
any great part in the story of
liberal political elite
democracy is of divine origin our race.
and breaths the spirit of the
Democracy means
British race. It has made our
government by pretence. This
country free and great. it
pretence has its roots in the
bestowed upon us a mighty
House of Commons, which
empire. it steered us through
pretends to represent not
all our troubles and bought us
only that section of the
to a safe anchorage in a
people who voted for them,
UNITY IN ACTION world of peace!
but also those who voted
This of course is nonsense, against, the latter strangely
We welcome the New British democracy is but a thing of enough sometimes out
Union to the Nationalist Front, yesterday. For what is
numbering the former. Then
and will add you to our list on democracy? According to the the cabinet pretends to
the NSM website, and I am true democrat it means
represent Parliament, and this
cc'ing this email to Matt
no one believes. But as
universal suffrage, or the
Heimbach to have his
pretence is an unseemly
right of every man and
webmaster list NBU on the
woman to vote for a
word democracy has
Nationalist Front website.
parliamentary candidate.
been substituted for it.
Give him a couple days to
So democracy pretends to be
respond, both Matt, Dr. Hill, But universal suffrage has
only
come
into
being
since
loyal to Queen and Country
and I just returned from the
but allows aliens and
battle in Charlottesville and I the first world war, and
communists to deride the
know I have fielded an entire unqualified male suffrage
some
120
years
ago,
while
Queens majesty and flout the
day of interviews with
prior to the first Reform Act of Flag. Afraid to crush sedition
countless media, and Matt
1832, the majority of the
it pretends that such is
has been doing the same,
populace
had
no
vote
at
all.
merely a manifestation of the
and tomorrow is the same,
Are we then to assume that right of free speech.
with media from Europe
our freedom, our rights, our Democracy sacrifices honour
coming into Detroit in the
next day or two. It will be up privileges, and our once great to cowardice, loyalty to
sedition, prosperity to alien
on the NSM website listing in empire only came into
existence
during
the
last
200
finance and with acclamation,
the next day or so, and you
should hear from Matt when years. What we may ask, of sacrifices freedom on the
alter of Red Tape. Fascism is
he is caught up on work on the centuries which went
before?
Is
Magna
Charta
a
the future!
his end.
myth? is the glorious reign of
Thank you again, and we
Elizabeth a fairy tale? Are the Gary Raikes
welcome and salute our
great events which appear
British brothers for the
throughout our long, long
solidarity. Hail Victory!
Commander Schoep/NSM history as unsubstantial as
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VOICE OF AMERICA would be... And let us not

and Adams, to build a
forget that Hitler was an
sufficient Navy so that
admirer
of
Islam
and
that
the
President Jefferson, in 1805,
A short history lesson
Mufti of Jerusalem was
could send the Navy and
Hitler's
guest
in
Berlin
and
Marines to conquer Tripoli and
In 732 AD the Muslim Army
end the piracy. Islam has
which was moving on Paris raised Bosnian Muslim SS
was defeated and turned back Divisions: the 13th and 21st been at war with the USA
since our founding.
at Tours, France, by Charles Waffen SS Divisions who
killed Jews, Russians,
Martell.
Gypsies, and any other
Reflecting
"subhumans".
A lot of Americans have
...in 1571 AD the Muslim
become so insulated from
Army/ Navy was defeated by
…in
1783
AD
when
the
British
reality that they imagine that
the Italians and Austrians as
America can suffer defeat
they tried to cross the
without any inconvenience to
Mediterranean to attack
Colonies
that
would
become
themselves.
southern Europe in the Battle
the United States of America
of Lepanto.
gained independence from
Pause a moment, reflect
Great
Britain,
5
Muslim
back. These events are actual
...in 1683 AD the Turkish
countries of North Africa
events from history. They
Muslim Army, attacking
declared
war
on
our
newly
really happened!!
Eastern Europe, was finally
independent nation, hijacking
defeated in the Battle of
Do you remember?
Vienna by German and Polish and kidnapping merchant
sailors
and
selling
them
for
1. In 1968, Bobby Kennedy
Christian Armies.
...this crap has been going on ransom, or into slavery. When was shot and killed by a
the United States of America Muslim male.
for 1,400 years and half of
was established, we were
the damn politicians don't
forced to pay extortion fees
even know it !!!
amounting to 20 – 25% of
2. In 1972 at the Munich
...if these battles had not
our federal budget to those Olympics, athletes were
been won we might be
Muslim countries to keep
kidnapped and massacred by
speaking Arabic and
them
from
their
hijacking
and
Muslim males.
Christianity could be non kidnapping. It took two
3. In 1972 a Pan Am 747 was
existent; Judaism certainly
administrations, Washington hijacked and eventually
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diverted to Cairo where a fuse and crashed by the
profiling.
was lit on final approach, it passengers. Thousands of
was blown up shortly after
people were killed by Muslim Have the American people
landing by Muslim males.
males.
completely lost their
4. In 1973 a Pan Am 707 was 14. In 2002, the United States Minds, or just their Power
destroyed in Rome , with 33 fought a war in Afghanistan of Reason?
people killed, when it was
against Muslim males.
attacked with grenades by
15. In 2002, reporter Daniel As the writer of the award
Muslim males.
Pearl was kidnapped and
winning story 'Forrest Gump'
5. In 1979, the US embassy beheaded by---you guessed so aptly put it,
in Iran was taken over by
it---a Muslim male.
'Stupid Is As Stupid Does'.
Muslim males.
16. In 2013, Boston Marathon
6. During the 1980's a
Bombing 4 Innocent people
number of Americans were
including a child killed, 264
kidnapped in Lebanon by
injured by Muslim males.
Muslim males.
17. In 2014, thousands of
7. In 1983, the US Marine
Christian men, women, and
barracks in Beirut was blown children are slaughtered,
up by Muslim males.
defiled, and beheaded by
8. In 1985, the cruise ship
Muslim males.
Achille Lauro was hijacked
and a 70 year old American No, I really don't see a
passenger was murdered and pattern here to justify
thrown overboard in his
profiling, do you?
wheelchair by Muslim males.
9. In 1985, TWA flight 847
So, to ensure we Americans
was hijacked at Athens , and never offend anyone,
a US Navy diver trying to
particularly fanatics intent on
rescue passengers was
killing us, airport security
murdered by Muslim males. screeners will no longer be
10. In 1988, Pan Am Flight
allowed to profile certain
103 was bombed by Muslim people.
males.
11. In 1993 , the World Trade Absolutely No Profiling!
Center was bombed the first Instead, they must conduct
time by Muslim males.
random searches of 80-year12. In 1998, the US
old women, little kids, airline
embassies in Kenya and
pilots with proper
Tanzania were bombed by
identification, secret agents
Muslim males.
who are members of the
13. On 9/11/01, four airliners President's security detail, 85were hijacked; two were used year olds, Congressmen with
as missiles to take down the metal hips, and Medal of
World Trade Centers and of Honor winner and former
the remaining two, one
Governor Joe Foss, BUT leave
crashed into the US Pentagon Muslim Males alone lest
and the other was diverted airport security be guilty of
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REAL BRITISH DEFENCE
As has become unfortunately
obvious in light of recent
events in London and
Manchester, and the
increased threat of extremist
violence in nearly every town
and city in this land, it is
becoming obvious that the
major threat to our country,
families and way of life is not
from any foreign land, but
from within our borders.
Despite the sound bites of the
so-called "main parties" it is
blatantly obvious that they
cannot protect the British
people in their own
homeland.

security are tied up in
foreign lands, fighting
wars with that are of
no concern to this
country but purely in
the interests of the
political classes and the
merchant banks.
3.Deliberate lies and
misinformation from
the politicians as to the
real threat this country
faces from dissidents
already ensconced in
British communities
and the failure to
apprehend and expel
such "terror cells"
quickly.

threat to this nation or
one of our
dependencies occurs
should our armed
services be deployed
abroad.
4.Use the extremely
skilled experts
currently working in
foreign lands for
foreign governments to
root out all enemies of
our way of life and
imprison or expel them
before any citizen is
hurt or injured in any
way. Prevention is
better than cure!!

To counteract this threat, Surely the whole remit of our
we must introduce the defence forces must be that
There are many reasons
following policies:
for this.
they defend the British first
and last. We must stop
fighting other countries wars
1.Ensure the British
1.The intelligence
judiciary act purely in for them, sacrificing British
services and police are
blood for the wealth and
the British interest
incapable of fighting
power of politicians and
without any foreign
this battle on equal
merchant banks that are
interference.
terms with the
totally indifferent to the
extremists due to
2.Re introduce true
welfare of our nation.
stringent restrictions
free speech in this
forced upon them by
nation where any
politicians and a totally
citizen can express his
out of touch judiciary.
concerns or issues
without the threat of
1.The law-abiding
media assassination or
citizenry of this country
being labelled.
are afraid of reporting
concerns for fear of
being branded a bigot
or a fascist.

3.Get our lads home!
Our defence forces to
remain in our country.

2.Our world leading
experts in counter
terrorism and internal

Only when a direct
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